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The connection between euclidean and hamiltonian lattice QCD requires the use of asym- 
metric lattices, which in turn implies the necessity of two coupling parameters. We analyse the 
dependence of space- and time-like couplings g,, and g~ on the different lattice spacings a and aT 
in space and time directions. Using the background field method we determine the derivatives of
the couplings with respect to the asymmetry factor ~ = a/a~ in the weak coupling limit, obtaining 
for ~: = 1 the values 
/0.11403, N=2,  
(0g~2/O~)t~=l = / 0.20161, N = 3, 
1-0.06759, N = 2, 
(0g~2/0~)~=1 =/-0.13195 N = 3. 
We argue that the sum of these derivatives has to be equal to b0 = 11N/487r 2and determine the 
A parameter for asymmetric lattices. In the limit ~ ~ co all our results agree with those of A. and 
P. Hasenfratz. 
1. Introduction 
Dur ing the past year  much progress has been made in extract ing physical ly 
interest ing quantit ies out of Monte  Carlo s imulat ions of non-abel ian gauge theor ies 
on the latt ice [1-9].  In order  to assign absolute values to d imensional  quantit ies 
l ike the string tension [1-3],  gluebal l  mass [3-5]  or the critical temperature  of the 
gluon gas [6-9],  it is necessary to know the connect ion between the latt ice and 
cont inuum scale parameters  AL/AMoM [10, 11]. This rat io has by now been calcu- 
lated for different latt ice actions [12], including also the contr ibut ion of fermions 
[13] on a four -d imens ional  eucl idean lattice. However ,  the eucl idean latt ice with 
equal  latt ice spacings, a ,  = a, /~- -1 ,  2, 3, 4, in all four space- t ime directions, is 
just one way of introducing a latt ice cut-off for the cont inuum theory. Another  
possibi l i ty is the hami l tonian version of a latt ice cut-off, with a ,  = a fo r / z  = 1, 2, 
3 and a4 = 0. Of course, the scale parameters  depend on the special att ice regular iz-  
at ion scheme chosen, and the relat ion between AE (a4 = a) and AH (a4 = 0) has 
been calculated recent ly by A.  and P. Hasenfratz  [14]. 
In the case of f in i te - temperature calculat ions on the lattice, the introduct ion of 
different scales in space and t ime (2  inverse temperature)  direct ions fol lows quite 
natural ly [7, 8]. For  simplicity, one uses equal latt ice spacings in the three space 
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directions ai -- a and an independent spacing in the time direction, a4 = aT. These 
asymmetric lattices are characterized by the asymmetry factor ~ -- a/aT. For ~: = 1 
one recovers the euclidean formulation, while the limit ~:-~ co yields the hamiltonian 
version of lattice gauge theories. 
For pure SU(N) gauge systems the partition function on an asymmetric lattice 
is given by 
Z(N~, N~, a, s c) = [ [I dUx.,+, e s(u~, (1.1) 
d 
where N~, N, denote the number of lattice sites in space and time directions. The 
lattice action becomes 
S(U)=/3~E E Pii+/3, E E P4i, (1.2) 
x i>'j x i •4  
i:#4 
with the plaquette terms 
P,,~ = Tr (9 - Ux.,+,~Ux+~,,x+,~+vU+~+,.,x+~,+~,Ux~,,+,.)  h.c. (1.3) 
The two couplings in eq. (1.2) are necessary in order to keep physics unchanged 
under independent variations of a and ~. They are parametrized as 
1 f_, 1 
/3~ - 2 , 13, - ~ f ,  (1.4) g~(a, ~) g, (a, ~) 
where the additional factors of ~: in eq. (1.4) are chosen such that the naive 
continuum limit of eq. (1.2) gives back the classical action 
¼ f F b " "F b (x) d4x.  S(U) (1.5) 
a ---~0 
~: f i xed  
In this way the s~-dependence of the couplings g~ and g~ is due to quantum 
corrections, which survive the continuum limit. 
At finite temperature eq. (1.1) describes the thermodynamics of an interacting 
gluon gas in the volume V = (N~a) 3 with the inverse temperature given by/3 = 
N~a/~. From eq. (1.1) one can derive all thermodynamic quantities by taking 
derivatives with respect o a or ~:. For instance the energy density of a gluon gas 
[8] (including still the vacuum energy density) is given by 
ea = (0~/0~) ~, (Pii)+(O~,/O~) (P41) • (1.6) 
i>]  i 
i~4  
Thus it is essential for the calculation of ea 4 and other thermodynamic quantities 
to know the f-dependence of the couplings g~ and g, in order to get the contribution 
from (Og~)/O~) to the derivatives of fl~ and/3~ in eq. (1.6). As finite-temperature 
Monte Carlo simulations for the energy density have in general been performed 
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on a euclidean lattice with s ¢ = 1 [8, 15], we are in particular interested in the value 
of the derivatives of the couplings for ~:- 1. From first Monte Carlo calculations 
it was expected that the quantum corrections (Og~,~/O~)~=l to the derivatives are 
small [8], and recently amore precise Monte Carlo evaluation of the SU(3) couplings 
supported this [15]. 
In the weak coupling limit of SU(N) lattice gauge theory, the dependence of g~ 
and g, on the asymmetry factor ~ can be determined analytically from the effective 
action, using the background field method on the lattice [11], and this is the main 
objective of the present paper. In sect. 2 we will calculate the derivatives of the 
couplings with respect o s ¢ as well as the ~:-dependent la tice scale parameter A (~). 
In sect. 3 we discuss, how one can use the invariance of the string tension under 
changes of ~¢ to obtain the "sum rule" 
(Og~2/O~)~= 1 +(ag72/O~)~= 1 = 11N/48zr 2 (1.7) 
for the derivatives of the couplings in the continuum limit and to get an idea of 
their strong coupling behaviour. Sect. 4 contains our conclusions. Appendix A 
summarizes some integrals necessary for the calculation of the effective action and 
in appendix B we give a 12th order strong coupling expansion of the string tension 
on asymmetric lattices. 
2. The continuum limit for asymmetric lattices 
In the continuum limit, physical quantities must become independent of the kind 
of lattice regularization chosen. In the case of an asymmetric lattice with different 
lattice spacings a and a~ for space and time directions, this means that such quantities 
have to be independent of the asymmetry factor ~: = a/a~. In ordek to achieve this 
we have to introduce two couplings in the lattice action (1.2), which both depend 
on ~. For ~: = 1, we get back the usual euclidean formulation of a lattice gauge 
theory, where both couplings are equal, 
g~.Z(a, 1) = g~2(a, 1)=g~2(a) .  (2.1) 
For pure SU(N) gauge theories on the lattice the behaviour of the bare euclidean 
coupling gz(a) in the continuum limit a ~ 0 is related to the lattice spacing a through 
the renormalization group relation 
aAE = (bog2E) -bl/~2b~) exp {-1 /  (2bog~ )} . (2.2) 
Here Az is the lattice scale parameter for the symmetric lattice and b0, bl are the 
first two coefficients in the Callan-Symanzik equation 
b0 = l lN  34( N2'~2 
48zr2, bl = -~- \ 1--~2] (2.3) 
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When we now go over to an asymmetric lattice, ~¢ # 1, the couplings g~2 and g~-2 
are no longer equal; but in the weak coupling limit they still can be expanded in 
terms of the symmetric value gE 2 [14], 
O 2 , gS2(a, ~)=gz2(a)+c~(~)+ (gz) 
(2.4) 
gTZ (a, ~) = g{2 (a) + c,(£) + O(g~ ) . 
As a consequence of this change of the couplings also the lattice scale parameter 
becomes ~: dependent. To see this more clearly we may write the action (1.2) in 
the form 
S(u)=l [~- l~x  i~>jei]+T]-l,~x i~4e4i], (2 .5 )  
i#4  
_21 2 ,,1/2 
where  we have introduced two new couplings g~ = g~ • g~ and 77 = (g,lg,~) . Due  
to eq. (2.4) r/ approaches 1 in the continuum limit (a ~0,  ~: fixed), so that the 
action depends again only on one coupling g~ in this limit. The relation between 
g~ and the lattice spacing a is then again given by the renormalization group 
equation (2.2) with AE replaced by A(~:) and gE replaced by ge. Therefore, one gets 
for the ratio of the two scale parameters 
A(~)/AE = exp {-(c,~(~ ¢) + c~(~))/4bo}. (2.6) 
In the hamiltonian limit ~:~oo this ratio as well as the functions c~(~:) and c,(~:) 
have been determined recently by A. and P. Hasenfratz [14]. We will perform the 
corresponding calculations for arbitrary ~:, in order to obtain in addition also the 
derivatives of the couplings, 
(og2~T~/ o~) = (oc~.~/ o~) + O(g~ ) , (2.7) 
which, as we saw, are of particular interest for the calculation of thermodynamic 
quantities. 
The functions c~(~:) and c,(£) can be found by calculating the effective action oen 
of the SU(N) lattice gauge theory for two different lattice regularization procedures, 
i.e., for two different lattice cut-offs such as s ¢ = 1 and some ~: # 1. The condition 
that in the continuum limit the effective action has to be independent of the 
regularization chosen, 
_ S (~=l )  ¢,(.~.~ 1) ASef f  - -  eft - -  Oef f  = 0, (2.8) 
leads to eq. (2.4) with determined functions c,~(~) and c,(~c). The effective action 
can be most easily evaluated by using the background field method on the lattice 
[11]. The basic concepts of this method have been discussed in detail elsewhere 
[11, 12]. We thus will concentrate on the specific notations necessary for the 
calculations on asymmetric lattices. 
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The SU(N) gauge field variables U~,x+. appearing in the action (1.2), (1.3) are 
parametrized in terms of a classical background field B,. (x) and of a quantum field 
~.(x), 
igt~a a (x )  ~ ~(0)  U~,~+. = e u~,~+~, (2.9) 
with 
u(O) = e i%B "(x) (2.10) 
x ,x  + l~ 
For the couplings we have g~, = g~ for tz = 1, 2, 3 and g4 = g~-. The fields can be 
expanded in terms of the group generators A a, a = 1 . . . . .  N 2 -1 ,  
a a a a B~.=B,.)t /2 ,  oL~ =a,..~ /2 ,  (2.11) 
where the generators are normalized so that Tr A aA b = 26ab. In addition we define 
covariant derivatives as 
Duf(x)= --1 (Uxx+.f(x U +x,x+" -f(x)) , (2.12a) 
at~ 
D--~J(x) = 1 (U+ ,xf(x _ Iz) Ux-.,~ - f(x)). (2.12b) 
a~z 
The lattice derivatives A.f(x) and A.f(x) follow from eq. (2.12) by setting U-= ~, 
and we write D ~°) D-~., whenever we replace Ux x+~. by U (°) ~!~ , , x ,x+O. .  
Now we can use the parametrization (2.9) of the SU(N) link variables to expand 
the action (1.2) up to terms quadratic in the gauge fields a, .  This is enough for the 
calculation of the quantum corrections to the SU(N) couplings in the weak coupling 
2 2 2 2 
= gdgE I n  limit. Notice that up to this order g~/gE = 1. the weak coupling limit 
we have to add the gauge-fixing term 
2 
Sgf=a3a,~tr (~a~, (x ) )  , (2.13) 
X x /L  
and the resulting ghost term 
tr D ~°) x +D ~°) x Sgh=2a3a,~ [( , ~b()) ( , ~b())] (2.14) 
x /z 
to the action (1.2). The expansion of the action now becomes 
with 
S(U)  = S(U~°))+ s:(~, O, B), 
S2(a, 4~, B) = Ssc+ST+Sa +S. +Sgh. 
The different contributions to $2 are given by 
Ssc 3 (o) (o) = a aT 5~ ~ tr [ (D.  c~)(D,  c~)] ; 
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3 aa .  
(a.a. )  (A .a  ~ - A~a (x) .) F,~(x)F~,~ ; (2.17b) ST = 1 -~EE ~ o o :   
x ~.,v 
a,b 
SA = ½a3aT E Y~ tr (A~,~(x)F~,.(x)), (2.17c 
x I.L,v 
where 
A~, . (x )  = " co~ a~,[D, ,  a . ,  ag]  1 (o) co) -2t{2[a., a~.]+a.[a., D. a~]+ (o~ -~a~a. [D .  a~, D~, a~]} ; 
(2.17d 
1 3 SB =~a a, Y~ 3~ tr (B,~(x)F~,~(x)), (2.17e 
x /~,v 
where 
B, . . (x )  " co~ ,. = - t (a . [D~ a , a"]+av[a ",D~)a"]) ; (2.17f) 
and the ghost field te rm Sg  h is given by eq. (2.13). The field-strength tensor F.v(x)  
is built up from the background fields B .  (x) in the usual way. Actually there is an 
additional term S~r [14] contributing to $2, but as this term is of odd order in the 
Lorentz indices of the gauge fields a. ,  it cannot contribute to the expansion for 
the effective action. Therefore, we have omitted it here. 
Expanding also the integration measure Nx,. d Ux,x+., the partition function, eq. 
(1.1), now becomes 
Z =e -sI"'°~ I [I da~,(x) ~ d&+(x) d&(x) exp {-S2(a, &, B)}. 
x,/x x 
(2.18) 
From this we get for the non-vanishing contributions to the effective action [11] 
S(~)=S(U(O) )  1 2 1 2 1 1 2 
-[- (ST)  - -  2(S  A ) - -  ~(S  B ) (2 .19)  + 2( (Ssc , I )  - -  2 (Ssc , I  ) ) ,  eft 
where 
Ssca = Ssc- Sf . . . .  (2.20) 
Sfree = ½a3aT E E b b (A~a ~)(A~a~) . (2.21) 
x ~,v 
b 
All the expectation values in eq. (2.19) have to be calculated with respect o the 
free action (2.21). Their computation causes no additional problems compared to 
the symmetric ase [11, 12]. The factor ½ in front of the expectation values of Ssc.~ 
takes care of the fact, that in four dimensions the ghost field contribution cancels 
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just half the contribution of the scalar fields a.. Finally we obtain for the effective 
action 
f '* 2 ( l~g~. [ N2-1  1 2~u~,  ,-'efr¢(~) = d4x E. [(Fa4)z+(F4i) ] --;Zy2-N ~---d-~r2 {g'- 11(,) 
t,a 
+ U14( ' )}+~4b( ' )  ~ ~ -2 
- ~zho (,) + ~,  I~(,) 
1 -2 1 -2 ii ]I -~ ,  f6 ( , ) -~ ,  I T ( , )+nDIV( , )  3/ 
+ d4x E (F~,i) z -N  I a ( ' ) -~/2a( ' )  
i.i.a g,~ 
-~" 4~13 ( ' )  "~- 12~14 ( ' )  -~- 11 ] )  iTDIV(,)  . (2.22) 
The functions I1(,) - I7(,)  are defined by three-dimensional integrals given in 
appendix A; the integrals I1(,) - I4( , )  converge in the limit ,-~ ~ to the correspond- 
ing integrals I1- I4 defined in ref. [14]. Thus in the limit ,~ .  as well as fo r ,  = 1. 
eq. (2.22) gives back the hamiltonian and euclidean versions of the effective action 
as obtained by A. and P. Hasenfratz [14]. The function DIV(,) is defined by the 
divergent integral 
~-/2 




Applying now the invariance condition (2.8) for the effective action, we get the 
explicit ,-dependence of the couplings g~(a, , )  and g~(a. , )  as stated in eq. (2.4), 
with the functions c.(,) and c~(,) given by 
=4N [ 
1 11 ] + ~-~14(,) +i~ FIN(,) + 0.010245 . (2.24) 
4N[ 2 ~  1 --2 , -1 /5 ( ,  ) c, ( , )  = [16N 1 {~-~7 11(,) q- 1}~_ 512b (,) 
5 -- 5WgI2a (') + 25~'-214(') -- 1 ' -2/6( ' )  
19~,-217(,) .4_ 11 ] FIN( , )+0.010245 . (2.25) 
Here FIN(,)= DIV( , ) -DIV(1)  is the finite difference of two divergent integrals. 
The numerical constants in eq. (2.24) and (2.25) result from an evaluation of the 
S (~=1) Their values are contained in table 1. integrals L(1) appearing in err • 
Using eq. (2.6) we can now also calculate the ratio A( , ) /AE .  We show this ratio 
in fig. 1 together with c~(,) and G(~:) as a function of 1/s c for N = 2, 3. We notice, 
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TABLE 1 
The integrals 11 (~)-I7(s ¢)and their derivatives for ~¢ = 1 
x 1 2a 2b 3 4 5 6 7 
Ix(l) 0.75 0.929600 0.119734 0.103289 0.478934 0.25 0.206578 0.309867 
(OI,,/O~)e=l 0.440133 0.208546 0.190133 0.033774 0.065778 0.309867 0.238384 0.411188 
that for s c ~ ~ all these quantities approach the values 
A(~)/AE / 0"84358' 
= [0 .91048,  
c~(~) l 0"09958' 
















- cr(,~ ) 
0.1 
1 0.2 
A(~)IA E~ ca(,~ ) 
-c-,-(,~ ) 
0 . 5 ~  0.1 
0 i 
0.5 1/~ 
Fig. 1. The functions c~(~)(o-), -c~(~)(~-) and the ratio A(~)/AE of the lattice scale parameters (A) 
versus 1/s ¢ for (a) N = 2 and (b) N = 3. 
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C,(o0) =/ - -0"06798'  N = 2, (2.26c) 
l -0 .15405,  N = 3 ; 
obtained in ref. [14]. Finally we calculate the derivatives of the couplings g~2 (a, 6) 
and g~2(a, 6) with respect to 6 As these quantities become relevant in finite 
temperature Monte Carlo simulations, which have mainly been done on symmetric 
lattices, we give the result for 6 = 1: 
(OgTr2/O6)e=l  4Ne az~ ~ |  -gT¥Tg-~rz['N 2 -  1 0.586844 + 0.000499] = l/0.20161,0"11403, 
r N 2 _ 1 1 I -0 .06759,  (0g-~2/06),=1 =4N|  0.586844 +0.0053061 = 







The derivatives of the integrals I1(6)-I7(6) for 6 = 1, which are necessary to 
obtain the numerical values in eqs. (2.27a,b) are contained in table 1. The derivative 
of FIN(6) yields 
(0 FIN(6)/O6)~=I =0.003166. (2.28) 
Notice, that for 6 = 1 the sum of the derivatives is proportional to N;  the terms 
proportional to (N  2 - 1)/N drop out in this case. Explicitly we have 
-2 + -2 (Og,, /06)e=a (Og, /06)e=l  = 0.02322N, (2.29) 
which is identical to bo given in eq. (2.3). How this "sum rule" comes about, we 
want to discuss in the next section, where we use the invariance of the string tension 
under changes of ~: to get in the continuum limit eq. (2.29). 
3. Invariance of the string tension 
In the previous section we have determined the dependence of the lattice 
parameters &,, g~ and A on the asymmetry factor 6 in the weak coupling limit. We 
get this dependence from the demand, that in the continuum limit the effective 
action has to be independent of the lattice cut-off. This is, of course, true for all 
physical quantities. Thus we can as well use the invariance of any other physical 
quantity to determine the 6-dependence of the lattice parameters. Using the 
invariance of the critical temperature of an SU(3)-gluon gas, the derivatives of the 
couplings g~, g~ have recently been determined by Monte Carlo simulations [15]. 
The results agree surprisingly well with our result, eq. (2.27), especially when one 
bears in mind how difficult it is to get precise values for these numbers by a Monte 
Carlo simulation. 
Here we want to use the invariance of the string tension to explain the "sum 
rule" (2.29) for the derivatives of the two couplings; we also want to discuss their 
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behaviour in the strong coupling regime. On an asymmetric lattice the string tension 
is defined as 
eraua~ =-  lim 1 A_~o~ - In (W~,~), (3.1) 
where (W,v) is the expectation value of a planar Wilson loop in the ~v-plane of 
the lattice, 
W~=tr  [I Ue, (3.2) 
i~OA 
calculated with the partition function (1.1). A is the number of plaquettes enclosed 
by the boundary aA of the Wilson loop. 
Let us now consider either pure space-like loops (W,~ -= W~) or space-time loops 
( W~,~ -= W~). This gives us two independent conditions for the invariance of or under 
changes of ~, from which we can determine directly the derivatives of g~ and g,: 
&ra2/O~ = - l im A 1-- 0 In (W~)/O~ = 0, (3.3a) 
Ocra2/O~ =-  lim 1 A-,~ A 0(~ In (W,))/a~: = 0. (3.3b) 
Evaluating the derivatives in eqs. (3.3a,b) we get a system of two linear equations 
for afl~/a~ and afl,/a¢: 
(OI3,~/ a~)C,~,, + (O~/ a¢)C,~, = 0, (3.4a) 
(Ofl,~/0~) C~,~ + (0~,/0~) C,, = -o'a 2, (3.4b) 
where the coefficients C,y are given in terms of plaquette-loops correlation functions 
as 
1 
C~y = limo~ A(Wx)  {P~) ((W~Py) - ( W~)(Py)) , (3.5) 
and the sum in eq. (3.5) has to be taken over all "y-like" plaquettes. Thus the 
derivatives of the couplings become 
o~/  o~ = [ c~, /  ( c ,~c~ - c~c ,~ ) ]cm ~ , 
(3.6) 
ol3~/ o¢ = - [  c=~/ (c~=c~, - C~,C,~) ]~a ~ . 
For the case ~: = 1, the eqs. (3.6) simplify, as we have then 
C~ = C,,, C~ = C~. (3.7) 
In addition, we notice that on a symmetric lattice the sum of the correlation functions 
yields 
C,~,,+C~, 2 2 =Oo'a /Ogz . (3.8) 
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Thus we get an exact expression for the sum of the derivatives of gS2 and g~2 at 
~=1:  
2 - tra 
(0g2-2/0~)~=~ + (Og~2/Ose)~=~ - 2 -2 • (3.9) 
Otra /OgE 
If we accept he general belief that pure SU(N) gauge theories are confining for 
all N < oo, then or stays finite in the continuum limit, while a is connected with gE 
through the renormalization group equation (2.2). This yields 
(Og~.2/O~)tj=l + (Og-~2/O~)#=l = bo, (3.10) 
gE--~O 
which is in complete agreement with the result we got from the invariance of the 
effective action in an entirely different way. This, of course, only indicates that in 
the weak coupling regime there exists a universal relation between the asymmetry 
factor ~ and the couplings, such that all physical quantities are invariant under 
changes of ~:, provided one changes also the couplings properly. This is not true in 
the strong coupling regime. As all physical quantities have different strong coupling 
expansions, it is impossible to adjust the couplings uch, that all of them remain 
simultaneously invariant under changes of ~. Nevertheless, we have calculated 
--2 (Og~,)/O~)e=l also in the strong coupling regime from the invariance condition 
(3.3a,b) for the string tension, in order to get an idea, how these derivatives behave 
for large couplings, and for which values the weak coupling relations (2.27a,b) 
become valid. This is particularly useful for Monte Carlo simulations, ince these 
are generally carried out in a region where the couplings are far from being small 
compared to unity. 
In appendix B we give a 12th order strong coupling expansion of the SU(2) 
string tension on asymmetric lattices. It is obtained using the graphs for the SU(2) 
string tension on symmetric lattices as listed in ref. [16]. Taking derivatives with 
respect to ~: as stated in eq. (3.3) we get a strong coupling expansion for the 
coefficients Cxy contained in the final result, eq. (3.6). 
In fig. 2 we display the derivatives (0g~2/0~)~=1 and (ag~2/O~)~=l we obtained 
from eq. (3.6) by using 10th and 12th order strong coupling expansions for the 
coefficients Cxy and the string tension o-a 2 [16]. The expansions cross the weak 
coupling results at 4/g2E ~-- 2.2; they both diverge for 4/g~ ~- 2.3, as there C~ = C,,. 
This seems to indicate that the weak coupling results for (Og~,~,~/O()~= 1 can be used 
in the same region, where the renormalization group relation (2.2) for gE(a) is valid. 
4. Conclusions 
We have analysed how the SU(N) gauge theory couplings g~ and g, as well as 
the lattice scale parameter A, have to be adjusted under changes of the lattice 
cut-off on asymmetric lattices, in order to leave physical quantities invariant under 
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-2 
O. 2 12the\ 
0,  . . . .  
0 t I 
05 ,0 2'0 / 
-01  - -  
-0.2 
-0.3 
Fig. 2. Derivatives of the couplings gS2 and g~2 with respect o ~: for s c-- 1 from 10th (dashed curve) 
and 12th (full curve) order strong coupling expansion of the SU(2) string tension versus 4/g~. Included 
are also the weak coupling results (dot-dashed curve). 
such changes. We have found in the weak coupling limit, that in the whole range 
1 ~< ~ ~< oo of the asymmetry factor ~, the quantum corrections on the couplings g~2, 
-2 g, are small. Thus for SU(2), the second "hamiltonian" coupling *7 = 
deviates from unity by less than 3% for g~ <~ 2. This may justify the approximation 
r/= 1 made in finite-temperature Monte Carlo simulations [7]. However, despite 
this small effect on the couplings, the quantum corrections give rise to comparatively 
large effects in the ratio of scale parameters [~20% for SU(2)], and this should be 
considered in finite-temperature Monte Carlo simulations [7]. These corrections 
also contribute -20% to the derivatives of/3~ = (1/g~)~ :-1 and B~ = (1/g2~)~ :, when 
g~-~ 2; but in the high-temperature limit [8], when g~2 oo, this becomes unim- 
portant. 
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Appendix A 
THE INTEGRALS I1(~)-17(~:) 
We want to give here the definition of the integrals/l(S c) -- IT(s ¢) appearing in the 
effective action, eq. (2.22). All these integrals are three-dimensional integrals, each 
ranging from 0 to ½zr. The factors of ~ are arranged such, that the integrals tay 
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finite in the l imit ,  ~ m. Using the abbreviation 
3 
b 2= Y~ sin 2 xi. 
i=1  
we have 
11(,) = •(2)3 f d3xb(,2+b2) -1/2 . 
/2a(~:) = , (2 )3  I d3x( ,Z+2b2)b- l ( ,Z+b2)  -3/2 , 
/26( , )  = ,3 (2 )  3 f d3x[b(,2 + b2),/2(b + (,2+ b2)1/2)2]-1 , 
/3(~:) = ~ d3x sin z xa sin s x2 b3(~z + b2)3/2. 
14(') = ~ d3x sin 2 2Xl b3(,2+ bZ)3/2 . 
3 
/5(,)=~:2(2) I d3x( ,2+b2)- l /2(b+( ,2+b2) l /2)  -1 ' 
/6(,) = ~:3 (2)3 f d3xb- l ( ,2+b2)-3/2cos2x1.  












STRONG COUPLING EXPANSION FOR THE STRING TENSION ON 
ASYMMETRIC LATTICES 
We want to give here the strong coupling expansion for the SU(2) string tension 
on asymmetric lattices, which is used in sect. 3 to calculate the derivatives of the 
couplings gS2 and g;-2 with respect o ,. We have used the graphs given in ref. 
[16] for the expansion of the string tension on symmetric lattices. On an asymmetric 
lattice with lattice spacing a in space directions and a~ in time direction one can 
derive the string tension either from space like Wilson loops (o-~a 2) or from Wilson 
loops with one space and time direction (o'naa~). 
=-a  ~a!im~ 41n(w~) '  (B.1) o-la 2 
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TABLE 2 
The expansion coefficients for the SU(2) string tension on asymmetric lattices 
Order  ~l  a2 Or3 t24 OL5 O~6 CI,~ ClI,a 
4 4 2 
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TABLE 2 (continued) 
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Order a l  if2 ~3 ~4 ~5 ~6 CI,a ClI,a 
6 4 1 -420 -144 
6 4 1 192 
6 2 1 1 144 
6 2 2 24 
6 3 24 
5 4 1 32 
4 8 773 744 
4 6 1 204 
4 6 1 -240 -792 
4 5 1 48 
4 4 2 144 
4 4 2 156 
4 4 1 1 48 
4 2 3 24 
4 4 24 
2 10 -24 
2 8 1 -300 -48 
2 8 1 144 
2 6 1 1 144 24 
2 4 I 2 24 
2 2 2 2 24 
2 2 1 3 24 
1 8 1 8 
383 12 ~-  
10 1 -60 
8 2 -18 
8 1 1 72 
6 2 1 24 
4 1 3 24 
6 -18 
2 4 -18 -36 
-1 2 3 1 24 
5 1 12 




o'uaa, = - limo~ A In (W, ) .  (B.2) 
The  s t rong  coup l ing  expans ions  can be g iven in te rms of the  expans ion  parameters  
u(x)=Iz(x)/ Ia(x) ,  v(x)=I3(x) / I i (x)  and w(x)=I4(x)/ Ia(x),  where  Ii(x) are 
mod i f ied  Besse l  funct ions ,  as 
a l  °t2 o13 °14 o15 o16 oria2=--Inu(O,,)--ZCx,,,u(~8~,) u(B,) V(3,,-) V(3,) W(O~) W(fl~.) , 
ot 
Oilaa. = - In  u (/3~-)-Z '~1 ~2 o13 if4 ~5 13t6 Cll,aU(~o-) U(~,r) l)(~cr) f)(~.) W(~o-) W(~r) , 
(B.3) 
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with/3~ = (4 /g2)~ -1 and 137 = (4 /g2)s  ¢. "The combinator i ca l  factors ci,~ and cii.~ as 
wel l  as the exponents  a l  . . . . .  0/6 contr ibut ing  up to 12th order  are  l isted in table 2. 
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